Dear UCI Dancers,

Week 10 is finally here! We have CSAC's Monthly Newsletter to share, as well as an invitation to a masterclass and discussion with Ejob Wilson and Professor Ariyan Johnson this Wednesday, March 10, at 2 pm. Below you will also find information for the Donald McKayle Scholarship Application for modern dance, due Monday, March 29, an opportunity to participate in a research study entitled "Motor learning through reinforcement approach", a survey link from the Center for Student Wellness and Health Promotion (CSWHP), and the LA Chronicle's article for "Dance Visions 2021".

We hope you continue to stay healthy and safe, dancers!

WEEK 10 NEWS

CSAC March Newsletter

For important March dates, a summer intensive list, a refreshing vegan ceviche recipe and a scrumptious coconut layer bar recipe, please see CSAC's monthly newsletter attached here!

"Artistry in Conversation" with Ejob Wilson

Please join house dance pioneer, Ejob Wilson, in a masterclass and coversation moderated by Professor Johnson this Wednesday, 3/10/21 at 2 pm. More information may be found in the attached flyer.

Donald McKayle Scholarship Application

Eligible students: All UCI Dance undergraduate majors and first year Dance graduate students with a 3.0 GPA or higher, and a strong interest or experience in modern dance, are welcome to apply.
Application Submission Process: Applicants must complete the Donald McKayle Scholarship application, include an official OR unofficial transcript, and a statement of purpose addressing your artistic voice and vision of your career no later than 11:55pm on March 29, 2021. Late applications will not be accepted.

Application link: https://scout.eee.uci.edu/s/q46yzp93a-2021

Dance Science Research Study

If you are interested in Dance Science and what contributes to better motor learning, please see the attached flyer for a study entitled "Motor learning through reinforcement approach." You must be over the age of 18, all genders, and have access to a computer with Windows OR live in less than a 20 mile range from UCI.

Partnership with Student Wellness and Health Promotion

Our working liaison from Student Wellness and Health Promotion has created a Google link form where dancers can express and/or request wellness services that you would like to see from the Center.

To submit your anonymous suggestions, please access the link here: https://forms.gle/hZEi8JFpigyk53Ug8

LA Chronicle review for "Dance Visions 2021"


Thank you,

Molly Lynch, Chair

Dance Department

Claire Trevor School of the Arts
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